ABSTRACT: Given an abelian group G and a non-trivial sequence in G, when will it be possible to construct a Hausdroff topology on G that allows the sequence to converge? As one might expect of such a naive question, the answer is far too complicated for a simple response. The purpose of this paper is to provide some insights to this question, especially for the integers, the rationals, and any abelian groups containing these groups as subgroups. We show that the sequence of squares in the integers cannot converge to 0 in any Hausdroff group topology. We demonstrate that any sequence in the rationals that satisfies a "sparseness" condition will converge to 0 in uncountably many different Hausdorff group topologies.
INTRODUCTION
Given an abelian group and a non-trivial sequence in G, when will it be possible to construct a Hausdorff group topology on G that allows the sequence to converge? As one might expect of such a naive question, the answer is far too complicated for a simple response. It should be noted that "convergence versus algebra" questions have been studied elsewhere by Fri [2] and others. The purpose of this paper is to provide some insights to this question, especially in certain well-known groups and groups that contain these groups as subgroups.
We shall assume as additional hypothesis throughout the paper that G is an abelian group, and that each sequence under consideration is a one-to-one function from the natural numbers into G. Since G is a topological group and hence homogeneous, we may, without loss of generality, assume that we wish the sequences under consideration to converge to 0, the identity element of G. Also we shall use the notations 7z, Q, R, and S to denote the integers, rationals, reals, and circle group, respectively.
In the course of this paper, we will also need to discuss 1 At2, the "meet" of group topologies and r2 on G. For any group G, the collection of all topologies that transform G into a topological group forms a lattice when set inclusion is used as a partial ordering. As was pointed out in [3] , the intersection of two group topologies need not be a group topology. However a tractable meet operator was provided for abelian groups in [1] . (1, 4,9 , ...,n2, ...) were to converge to 0 in Z, then the sequence (1, -1, -1, 4, -4, -4, 9, -9, -9, n2, -n2, -n, ...) must also converge to 0. However in [4] ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The authors are grateful to the referee for his suggestions in the preparation of this paper.
